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Overviiew
The Global Parliameentary Report (GPR) waas published jointly by the IPU and UNDP in Ap
pril 2012
(www.ip
pu.org/gpr) and
a examine
es political reepresentatio
on around th
he world. Sppecifically, itt looks at
the wayy in which the public’’s expectati ons of theiir representtatives are changing, and
a
how
parliameents, and po
oliticians, are
e respondingg to increassed demandss for inform
mation, accou
untability
and servvice delivery.
This package of do
ocuments iss designed to assist parliaments in organizinng seminars on the
represen
ntative role of memberss of parliam ent (MPs). It
I highlights some of thee key aspects of the
Report, particularly around the
e local activiity of politiccians, and draws much of its material from
Chapter Four, which
h focuses on constituenccy service. However,
H
it iss also intendded to be of practical
value to
o politicians, and is designed to draw
w out the locaal experience
e of politicia ns in all parlliaments.
To that end the documents provide
p
a st ructure whiich can be applied in aalmost any national
parliameent, and can be used flexxibly accordinng to local co
ontext.
The sem
minar uses th
he insights frrom the GPR in a way thaat may be of practical vallue to the po
oliticians.
It is stru
uctured as a capacity building event, in that each
h session sho
ould build onn the conclussions and
observations of the previous sesssion. MPs aare more likely to participate if theyy feel that it will help
them do
o constituenccy work better by referennce to intern
national evidence and beest practice.
The faciilitation notes in this package try tto encouragge connectio
ons betweenn the GPR and
a local
context.. However, the success of the eventts will depen
nd in part on
n the qualityy of facilitation itself.
The facilitator should understand parliamennt, politicianss and politica
al incentive sstructures, as
a well as
t content and
a logic of tthe GPR.
being familiar with the
dback or com
mments on tthe documents would be
b very welccome, and sh
hould be
Any queestions, feed
sent to A
Andy Richard
dson at the IPU (postboxx@mail.ipu.o
org; +41 22 919 41 50).

Conten
nts
1. Conceept note
2. Draft Agenda for parliamenta
p
ry seminars
3. Facilittation notes and guidancce for seminaar organiserss
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w
1. Con
ncept Note
e
The sem
minar is desiggned to help MPs to findd practical ways of impro
oving the waay they perfo
orm their
represen
ntative role.. The structture of the seminar trie
es to link so
ome of the m
main findinggs of the
Global P
Parliamentarry Report (GP
PR) to the prractical expe
eriences of politicians.
p
TThe seminar will help
MPs un
nderstand an
nd manage the expectaations of vo
oters in terms of serviice and deliivery, by
examining the interrnational evidence in thee GPR, and seek to find insights thaat help MPs do their
onal parliame
ent.
jobs within the natio
During tthe seminar, participantss will:
a)) discuss the themes of the Global Paarliamentary Report, specifically the ppracticalitiess of
reepresentation,
b)) share their experiencess of political representatiion and the challenges
c
thhat they face
e on a
daaily basis,
c)) draw lesson
ns from interrnational besst practice in
n this area,
d)) identify straategic appro
oaches to impproving representation, and
a
e)) identify thee practical measures thatt individual MPs
M and the parliament iin that counttry
m
might seek to implement in the next 66‐12 months.
The sem
minar is envissaged as haviing four mainn parts.
The firstt session ‘Po
olitical repressentation annd voter exp
pectations’ will
w go througgh some of the
t main
insights from the Gllobal Parliam
mentary Repoort in four areas.
a
It will use the ressults of the survey
s
of
MPs’ atttitudes towaards their roles, and whaat MPs belie
eve voters want from pooliticians. Th
he survey
discoverred that although politicians regard llegislating ass their most important roole, they believe that
voters think that constituency work
w
is the m
most importaant. Perhaps more signiificantly, when asked
what is the biggest hindrance to
o effective reepresentatio
on the surveyy found thatt lack of reso
ources to
do consstituency wo
ork was the most frequuent answerr. MPs also
o seem to sspend more time on
constituency work th
han any othe
er activity.
The sesssion will th
hen highligh
ht the diverrsity, volume
e and difficculty of connstituency casework,
illustrateed by quotes from MPs reproduced in the report. The purp
pose will be to emphasisse to the
MPs in tthe room, th
hat whateve
er difficultiess they face, they are com
mmon to maany MPs in different
countriees.
The sesssion will exaamine both the
t demand for, and sup
pply of, consstituency woork. The eviidence in
the repo
ort suggests that the pro
ovision of m ore resource
es to do con
nstituency w
work will ofte
en simply
from voters .
result in
n increased expectations
e
hey might approach connstituency work
w
in a
The sesssion will enccourage MPs to think a bout how th
more strategic fashion, emphassising the neeed to find solutions
s
wh
hich move thhem from sp
pecific to

strategic ones, from individual to collective and from local to national. These themes will underpin
the remaining three sessions during the day.
The second session ‘The content of constituency work’ is designed to be more interactive and will
draw directly on the experiences of the MPs in the seminar. The MPs will be invited to speak about
the main challenges they face in delivering for constituents, providing examples of problems voters
bring to them and describing how they have addressed them. Initially, MPs should be asked simply
to list the range of casework, but then to group problems into different categories and think about
how these different types of problems might be amenable to different types of solutions.
The session will also look at the amount of time MPs take to deal with different types of casework
and the resources needed. Depending on the size of the group and the issues being raised, MPs
could be broken into groups of four or five to examine types of casework, and identify the principal
difficulties in that particular country.
The third session ‘Strategic responses to voter expectations’ will build specifically on the content of
session two by looking at strategic solutions. It will use examples from the GPR and have four parts
to it.
First, the session will look at how MPs might use local consultation techniques to both understand
the concerns of voters and educate them as to the role of the member of parliament.
Second, it will examine the creation of additional resources for constituency offices, constituency
service and the establishment of constituency development funds in certain countries.
Third, the session will look at how MPs might find strategic and collective solutions to individuals’
problems. It will use examples from the GPR, such as that of the Bangladeshi MP who established a
micro‐finance union (pp.58‐9) or the development of community hospitals in Ghana to encourage
MPs to think about how they might address the problems highlighted in session two.
Finally, the MPs will be invited to think about how they might use their constituency expertise as a
way of informing policy development and legislation within parliament. This might involve the
creation of new mechanisms within parliament to channel that constituency experience into the
legislative process or in to government, or it might result in specific recommendations for new
legislation or policy to address problems that emerged during the day.
The fourth and last session ‘Identifying practical next steps’ will build on the previous sessions by
asking the MPs what they will do to improve constituency services and make greater use of this
expertise in parliament. The range of options here is very wide. This might include asking
parliament for the provision of more resources for constituency offices, the development of a code
of practice which defines what is legitimate constituency work, the adoption of new consultation
techniques locally, the agreement amongst a group of MPs in a particular region to find collective
local solutions to particular problems or the creation of new parliamentary mechanisms to insert
constituency expertise into the parliamentary system.
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2. Drafft Agendaa
9.30‐9.445: Introductions
9.45‐11..15: Session 1: Political representati
r
on and vote
er expectatio
ons
The firstt session wiill highlight some key ffindings from
m the Global Parliamenttary Report and the
challengges that MPss face in me
eeting the exxpectations of voters. It will look aat how MPs perceive
their ow
wn role and what they believe
b
voterrs want. It will also hig
ghlight the ddiversity, volume and
difficultyy of much off this ‘casewo
ork’.
11.15‐111.30: Break
11.30‐133.00: Session
n 2: The conttent of consstituency wo
ork
During tthe second seession the participants w
will discuss th
he variety off issues that aare brought to them.
They will use the exxperience off MPs in the seminar to understand the differennt types of requests,
r
e amount of time and ressources nece
essary to
and the difficulties in responding to them, inncluding the
resolvingg constituen
nts’ problemss.
13.00‐144.00: Lunch
14.00‐155.30: Session
n 3: Strategicc responses to voter exp
pectations
The sesssion will draw look at ways in which MPs can seek strategic soolutions to handling
constituency work. This will include thhe use of consultation,
c
, the creatiion of consstituency
development funds, innovative responses
r
att the local levvel and how parliament ccould be use
ed to find
nationall solutions to
o local proble
ems.
15.30‐155.45: Break
15.45‐166.15: Session
n 3 continue
ed
16.15‐177.00: Sessio
on 4: Identifyying practicaal next steps
The finaal session will draw together all thee informatio
on from the day and seeek to identify some
immediaate and pracctical steps th
hat the parliiament and MPs
M might im
mplement too improve th
he way in
which constituency work is delivered, and how parliam
ment can make better uuse of the expertise
e
ncy service work.
w
gained in constituen
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w
3. Faciilitation notes and guidance
g
for semin
nar organisers
The sem
minar is strucctured so tha
at each sess ion should build
b
on the insights andd observations of the
previouss one.
Introdu
uction
Purposee: Explaining
g the purpose of the dayy, establishin
ng an atmosp
phere for diaalogue, outlining the
key elem
ments of the GPR and identifying whaat MPs want to get from the seminarr.
It may b
be that the reepresentatives from diffeerent politicaal parties do not have muuch contact with one
another and may thus be wa
ary about bbeing open. This may particularlyy be the ca
ase with
constituency work. What MPs do
d locally is likely to be the
t biggest determinant
d
t of whether they get
re‐electeed. They may
m thus not want to share man
ny secrets about their local service
es. The
introducction and Seession 1 nee
ed to encourrage openne
ess and honesty. This m
may be difficult, but
during the opening sessions the facilitator sshould seek to
t emphasise
e the points of commonality and
similaritty between participants. S/he shouuld also ide
entify the group’s shareed objectivess for the
seminarr. Subsequeent sessions should the n build on these points of commoon interest to
t foster
opennesss.
The intrroduction should describ
be the main points of th
he GPR (as set out in chaapter 1) and
d ask the
participaants about th
heir objectivves for the daay. (These should
s
be put on a posteer so that the
ey can be
reviewed at the end
d of the sem
minar.) MPs should also
o be asked to
o explain theeir backgrou
und, how
long theey have beeen an MP, why
w they beecame an MP
M and the biggest chaallenges theyy face in
represen
nting voters.. (All of this information should be re
ecorded and retained.) TThe facilitato
or should
be looking for similaarities and sh
hared interessts throughout the sessio
on.
Session
n 1: Key find
dings from the GPR on
n constituen
ncy work
Purposee: Explaining
g some of th
he key findin
ings of the GPR,
G
using them
t
as thee starting po
oint for a
conversa
ation among
gst the MPs.
During SSession 1 th
he onus will be on the facilitator to
t present key
k elementts of the GP
PR. The
facilitato
or is likely to
o do more ta
alking in thiss session than any of the
e others. S/hhe should en
ncourage
the MPss to commen
nt and ask qu
uestions, butt Session1 wiill require mo
ore explanattion than sub
bsequent
sessionss. The sessio
on should be
e run flexiblyy, dependingg on the volu
ubility of parrticipants, bu
ut should
last arou
und an hour and a half.
The facilitator should get across informationn in four key areas:
mportance attached to co
onstituency w
i) The im
work by MPss and voters

The facilitator should use the information on pp. 111‐113 of the GPR to highlight that although MPs
regard law‐making as their most important role, they think voters value solving constituents
problems much more highly.
The figures on p. 113 highlight the amount of time that MPs tend to spend on citizens concerns, with
21% spending more than 40 hours per week.
Critically, two thirds of respondents regarded lack of resources for constituency work as an
impediment to their work. (p. 113)
ii) The diversity, volume and difficulty of constituency work
The facilitator should use a range of quotes and figures from pp. 59‐64 of the report to highlight the
difficulties that MPs say they face in dealing with constituency work. The choice is up to the
facilitator but the report tries to emphasise the range and diversity of challenges.
For example:


Gabon “MPs to take care of their roads, schools or funerals, even if this is not part of the
parliament’s powers. Every day people are dying and MPs are asked to contribute financially and
physically to the funerals. Others come to the deputy because they cannot get any food”.
 Malawi: “The constituents want our help with funerals, clean water sources, transport ... Money
for coffins or transportation comes from our pockets. We also frequently pay for school fees. It
isn’t our job, but we have to do it for human reasons and to gain sympathy with voters”.
 Papua New Guinea, “They think that we parliamentarians get paid a lot of money, but in fact I
was a lot richer when I was working as a doctor. Now that I’m an MP, even though I make a little
bit more than I used to get before, it makes no difference because my pay does not belong to my
family ‐ it belongs to everyone in my electorate”.
 In countries where parliamentary systems have been in place for longer, such as the UK, Canada,
Australia and the US, constituency service also appears to be taking up an increasing amount of
politicians’ time. Surveys conducted in the UK suggest that in 1996 an already large 40% of their
time was spent on constituency work, but by 2006, new MPs put the figure at 49% of their time.
In Canada, constituency work takes up more time than any other activity and parliament
adjourns every fourth or fifth week to enable MPs to spend more time with their constituents.
 One Swedish MP recounted the story of a man going through a divorce who asked if the MP
could help him get his wife back, while a British MP recalled being called by a constituent
because the rubbish collectors had left his bin in the middle of his driveway. When asked why
the man had phoned the MP, he replied that he had already tried the Prime Minister’s office and
they told him to phone the MP.
These quotes and figures should be used to prompt a reaction from participants. Session 2 will look
at the challenges specific to this parliament in detail, so the facilitator should seek only short
reactions at this stage – emphasising the commonality of the problems.
iii) Demand and supply
The third part of the session will look at why constituency work continues to grow. There are two
main reasons for this, contained on pp. 62‐64 of the GPR. The first is that MPs get satisfaction from
the work.



As a British MP commented, "It is the one concrete thing you have some control over and that
you will get some personal satisfaction from ... Often it is simply enough to get a reply explaining
what has happened. But it is something [the constituent] would not have got otherwise”.
It is the one area where the MP can exert some influence and as such it contributes to the MP's
self‐esteem or, in the words of one MP, 'it keeps you sane.' Various polls emphasise this point.
In Honduras, 75% of MPs mentioned personal satisfaction as a key element in undertaking such
work. Similarly, in Kenya it was by far the most popular role identified by MPs, at 69%, and in
other African states more than half of all MPs cited it as the most satisfying part of the job in all
6

countries except Namibia (at 41% still markedly higher than their next most satisfying role,
representation, at 24%).
The second is that MPs believe they get an electoral benefit from such work.


Polling conducted in Africa supports this impression. In a selection of six African countries
(Kenya, Malawi, Zambia, South Africa, Namibia and Mozambique), voters consistently listed
constituency service and representation as the most important parts of the MPs job. In Tanzania,
a separate poll showed that 64% of voters would vote for the candidate who can deliver goods
and services to the local community.
 In many countries evidence suggests that voters have low levels of awareness of parliamentary
activity. ‘Law‐making’ was seen as the most important role by only a quarter or less of voters,
and oversight of government did not poll more than 10% in any country. Few, if any, MPs
assume that they are held to account by voters for their legislative or oversight activity – MPs
from Ghana, for instance, mentioned the pressures from voters to account for constituency
activity, but none reported any pressure to account for their parliamentary work, unless it
related to the constituency.
However, the GPR suggests that MPs may simply be creating unrealistic expectations by seeking to
meet all voters demands.


Kenya: Voters look to MPs for everything, “from electricity to hospitals ... And in most cases
when this is not done, everything gets blamed on the MP, even though it is the responsibility of
the Executive”.
 Senegal: “The main challenge lies in the fact that citizens’ requests often come under the
purview of the Executive and thus transform MPs into intermediaries if not “beggars” ... MPs
thus find themselves in an unenviable position as they are not recognised for what they can do,
but are asked to act by proxy on behalf of other parts of government where they have no direct
control – and are judged by their ability to achieve anything in that area”.
It is summed up by an MP from Papua New Guinea:


“My people expect me to pay for their school fees, funeral expenses, transport expenses … I
know I can’t give them what they want because this is not parliamentary procedure. But what do
I do? If I say no, my stay in parliament is threatened”.
 However, MPs have created a set of monsters which need to be faced ‐ “we have to face people
and tell them what is right and what is wrong as leaders. If we simply run away, the monsters
will grow. We need to educate the people about our role and that of parliament”.
iv) Finding strategic solutions
All of the above should be familiar to participants. Finding solutions is more difficult. The final part
of the session should emphasise the purpose of the day, namely to find better ways of doing
constituency work.
Briefly, the facilitator should explain the need to find more strategic solutions by moving from
a) the specific to the strategic to find policy solutions to common problems rather than deal with
each case on its own;
b) the individual to the collective – finding responses that benefit a number of people locally rather
than single individuals; and,
c) the local to national – finding ways of drawing constituency expertise into the parliamentary and
policy process in a much more systematic fashion.
These themes will be drawn out more fully in Session 3.
Session 2: Understanding the local context
Purpose: To get examples from the MPs about what sort of local activity they undertake, categorise
the different types of constituency work and identify the main obstacles to delivering.
7

Session 2 is designed to be much more interactive. There are three main elements to it.
First, the facilitator should ask the MPs to simply list the sorts of issues that citizens ask them for
help with. They should be asked to describe any similar requests that they have had, the difficulties
they faced and how they deal with such challenges. The facilitator should not try to find solutions at
this stage, but simply pose questions and highlight problems. The key points should be recorded on
a poster.
Second, the MPs should then asked to try and group these range of problems into different
categories. The GPR suggests four main categories of work, namely:
 First, support to individuals ranges from legitimate help to find work or opportunities, to more
clientelistic patterns of behaviour which are clearly designed to buy the support of those
individuals.


Second, grievance‐chasing is where citizens have a particular problem with a government
service, welfare entitlement or bureaucracy. The MP acts as an influential friend to help resolve
such problems, even though they may have no official jurisdiction in many of these cases.



Third, policy responsiveness is where voters try to seek or influence the MPs opinion on
particular issues, particularly on votes in parliament. Although not generating much specific
work for the MP, attentiveness to the opinions of key groups within the constituency will involve
meetings and public events.



Fourth, project work involves politicians seeking funds for the development of the area or the
promotion of local economy, or ‘pork’, where MPs use their position to secure government
expenditure.
Third, the MPs should be asked to think about how much time and effort they spend in each of these
areas, and whether they approach the problems in different ways. Depending on the time available
the participants could be broken into groups to examine in more detail the challenges that they face.
The results of that group work would then be reported back to a plenary, and the common themes
drawn out by the facilitator.
A key distinction to make in this session, is between those activities which help individuals, and
those which benefit the entire local community.
Session 3: Finding strategic solutions
Purpose: To get the MPs to think about constituency work might be done differently, particularly by
trying to find strategic solutions.
Using the examples provided in Session 2 the facilitator should explain how constituency work might
be done differently, by using four techniques described in the GPR. The facilitator should explain
how each of the techniques works and then ask the MPs whether the problems listed in Session 2
might be amenable to one of the four approaches outlined below.
i) Use of consultation techniques
Section 4.4.2 of the report (p. 66) describes how MPs have used consultation as a way of better
understanding the concerns of voters. However, consultation could also be used to educate the
voters about the role of the MP – and what s/he can and cannot do.
ii) Increased constituency resources
The GPR highlights the growth in parliamentary resources for constituency work in many
parliaments. This comes in a number of forms, often either in the provision of offices and
allowances for local work or through the establishment of constituency development funds. (pp.66‐
70). The MPs should be asked to discuss the strengths and weakness of the current system, and how
additional resources might be created and used.
iii) Strategic solutions

8

The facilitator should use the example of Saber Chowdury (pp58‐59) at the start of the chapter to
introduce this section. The development of a credit union is a far more strategic response than
simply giving money to voters. Other examples (pp.65‐6) from Ghana and elsewhere could also be
used.
iv) Legislative and policy solutions
The facilitator should encourage the MPs to think about whether any of the problems highlighted in
Session 2 should be dealt with at the national level – through new policy and legislation – rather
than by the individual MP at the local level. It should emphasise that MPs have a huge amount of
expertise in understanding how policy is working because of their constituency work. However, they
should be asked how they are using this expertise to improve policy and legislation at the national
level.
Session 4: Practical next steps
Purpose: To get the participants to identify some practical steps they will take, either as individuals or
collectively to improve the way in which parliamentary representation takes place.
This session can be as long or as short as the facilitator deems suitable. However, the point is that
the participants should identify very practical things that they will take responsibility for
implementing. This might be the establishment of a micro‐finance union locally or pushing for more
resources from parliament or even the creation of a CDF. Whatever the group comes up with
though, must be tested by the facilitator in terms of its practicability. All of the suggestions should
be documented.
Other considerations for seminar organisers
 Size of group
The ideal size of group would be between 8 and 20 MPs. This is enough to include a range of
opinions and experience, and ensure a lively debate around some of the key issues
With a larger group MPs can be broken into smaller groups to encourage discussion, although this is
at the discretion of the facilitator.
 Range of backgrounds
Efforts should be made to ensure that the politicians come from a range of backgrounds.
Participants should include both men and women. As mentioned above, MPs from different political
parties may be wary of talking candidly in front of their political opponents. It would be far better to
have MPs from many parties, but this may prove impossible in some cases. The key aim is to
encourage the development and adoption of good practice, and in certain circumstances it may be
that this can only be done with MPs from the same party. In that situation, the same seminar should
be offered to all the political parties.
 Venue
The perennial problem with holding events for MPs is that if you hold the seminar away from
parliament you run the risk of MPs not showing up. But if you hold it in parliament MPs are likely to
be distracted and only attend for part of the event.
Whichever is chosen the venue should be set up to encourage discussion, which suggests a
roundtable format or even an absence of desks at all. The venues will also need enough space, or
alterative rooms to allow small group discussion.
 Resources
The facilitation notes above are deliberately general. It is up the facilitator whether they wish to use
powerpoint. This may be useful for getting across some of the key facts and figures from the report,
especially in Session 1. It may also add an air of formality and structure, which may be useful for
convincing MPs wary of ‘training’ that this is a worthwhile exercise.
9

The participating MPs should be encouraged to write as much down as possible, either on posters or
on computers if feasible.
 Recording and documenting information
In general, the facilitator should seek to capture as much information as possible from the
participating MPs. There is very little reliable research on what MPs do locally, and the information
from these exercises will have immense value. However, in order to encourage MPs to be candid,
their anonymity should be preserved (as well as that of any constituency cases they might mention).
This should be stressed at the outset of the seminar.
Facilitators should be required to write up a detailed report of the findings, insights and
recommendations from each of the seminars.
Greg Power
15 August 2012
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